
The App is quick and easy to use and 
the BAC feedback provides a 
valuable reality check when you’re 
out drinking.  

“
”I T  C O N S U LT I N G

This user-friendly app helps you monitor 
total marijuana consumption, blood 
alcohol concentration (BAC), post 
anonymous safety noti�cations and 
access custom Campus Resources, all from 
within a single easy to use app. 

Quickly and easily record your alcohol or 
other drug use in real time -- the app will 
automatically time stamp each entry.  

View your log to track your daily, weekly, 
monthly, and lifetime use -- and monitor if 
it has increased or decreased. 

Designed to be user-friendly, the app is 
convenient way to see a snapshot of 
usage, providing easy-to-read results to 
help self-regulate consumption.

Campus administrators can access a 
secure reporting system that can display 
the total number  of times a user has 
selected your custom resource, providing 
actionable insight.  
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IPHONE & ANDROID 
COMPATIBLE
Students have various types of 
devices -- that's why we've 
engineered Mobile Wellness to 
run on both iPhone and 
Android smartphones. 

TRACK YOUR USE
Easily add each use. Add use 
type -- either bong hit, joint, or 
edible, all with the swipe of your 
�nger. Time stamps are auto 
assigned to each entry. 
 

TRENDS
Easy to Read Results.  Designed 
with a simple, modern interface, 
the  app displays trends in 
overall use, drawing attention to 
an increase or decrease in use 
during a period of time.

LETS GET STARTED
This user-friendly app helps you 
monitor total marijuana 
consumption.

CUSTOMIZED SETTINGS
Students can access campus 
resources by choosing their 
school from the menu. Select 
time to receive daily reminders 
of current use. 

FEATURES

MY LOG
View your Log with a touch of a 
button. You can see past use, 
and drill down to see use types.

CAMPUS RESOURCE
Designed to be easy to read 
with a simple and modern 
interface, The app clearly 
displays BAC results for the 
student along with the drinks 
and time stamps of what they 
drank when.

INCIDENT REPORT   
Students can easily report 
incidents on campus , 
anonymously.  



Mobile Wellness | Campus Edition
 Modify  your campus’ resources and logo using only a web browser and internet connection.

 Easily enable/disable speci�c content modules such as BAC, marijuana tracker and more.

 Access usage statistics to see how many students have selected your organization in their pro�le.

 Easily export data (csv format)

 Unlimited downloads of app  

 Access to Android and iPhone versions

  $2995 Annual License   /   Consortium Discounts Available

PRICING
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